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Simple story map customizations

- Components of a story map
- Modifying a story configuration outside of builder
- Customization examples
- Resources
Components of a Story Map
Components of a Story Map

- Application (HTML / JS / CSS)
- Story Configuration (JSON)
- Media
Options for *hosting* Story Maps

- **App and configuration** hosted on ArcGIS Online

  OR

- **App on your web server** 
  
  **Configuration** on ArcGIS Online
Options for *customizing* Story Maps

**App and configuration** hosted on ArcGIS Online

Only the story configuration is editable for stories hosted in the Esri cloud, but you cannot modify the application code.

**OR**

**App on your web server**

*Configuration* on ArcGIS Online

The story configuration is editable for stories hosted on your own infrastructure, and you can modify the open source code (available on GitHub).
Modifying a story configuration
Warning!!
Using ArcGIS Online Assistant to safely edit a story configuration
For more information…

• For how-to articles and tips and tricks on customizing Story Maps, visit the Story Maps Developers’ Corner

https://developerscorner.storymaps.arcgis.com/
Please Take Our Survey on the App

Download the Esri Events app and find your event

Select the session you attended

Scroll down to find the feedback section

Complete answers and select “Submit”